
mooskha the ant

Mooshka the ant was born different. All the other ants in the colony 

were a brownish color but Mooshka was bright red. Of course Mooshka

did not know this at first as ants do not have mirrors but as time went 

on , the other ants pointed it out and poked fun at Mooshka.

“She will grow out of it, “ said her Mum who was a jolly babushka 

looking ant with a green scarf around her head but sadly, Mooshka did

not grow out of it but became redder every day and stood out among 

the pathways of the inner corridors of anthood.

Due to her redness, Mooshka was different. While the other antlings 

played, Mooshka kept to herself. This made her develop differently 

inside and every day , she felt more and more separated and more 

and more alone. Her favourite pastime as she grew bigger was to go in

a field (which to Mooshka is not our field as she is 660 times smaller) . 

She would sit on a blade of grass and try to view around. She would 

see the sparkle of the sand and the shells and the warmth of the sun 

made her feel at peace. Mooshka did not know what meditation  was 

but this was what she was doing. She often daydreamed unlike the 

other ants who merely went along their merry little way, Mooshka 
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reflected in her ant brain as water which bounces from one jug to the 

next. This reflection caused her mind inside to grow and it grew as 

muscles do and she became strong mentally. This caused her to ask 

many questions of which no one had answers to.

“Why are we warm?” Mooshka asked.

“ Shh. I don’t know. “ Her mother said. “ Go ask the ant council.’

Mooshaka went along to the ant council but they were more busy with 

ant projects of NEW colonies and expanding their colonial power. They 

dismissed Mooshka for troubling them and Mooshka upset went into 

the field again. She pondered on where the heat came from as she 

could not see in the sky as humans can, her vision was short range for

her own food and the paths and communications of ants. The ant 

world was their own dimension and this was what Mooshka was taught

about but due to her being an outcast no one wanted her and so, she 

found a new world.

It happened that moment she spied a glass shard laying on the dirt 

and Mooshka looked into it and to her consternation, she saw another 

red ant. She was so shocked her heart nearly stopped. She looked this 

way and that and then she spoke in her twitter voice to the ant 



identifying herself from which colony she was but the the ant did not 

respond but she saw the ant moved exactly as she did. She turned in 

all directions and was flabbergasted to see the ant copy her. This was 

most frustrating. She sat and sat thinking until WEARY OF 

THINKING she fell asleep.

 In her sleep , she began to see pictures in her mind, pictures she had 

not seen before. She was so frightened and amazed , she awoke and 

looked about and then she a thought entered her mind that had not 

been there before. The thought was of herself, her own individual self. 

She looked in the glass and said , “ I am Mooshka and I have seen 

myself.”

 Mooshka peered at herself. It was strange to see herself in form and 

not flat . It is very strange to see yourself and become self aware. It is 

sickening and amazing. “This is me.” 

She looked at herself, the shape of herself and then she thought her 

eyes were too big and bulbous but the one thing she had been 

mocked about she liked. She was red and that color to her was 

beautiful. She had seen a red gem somewhere and rich red earth and 

a flower, yet she was red like this, glowing and brilliant. “I am not 

ashamed to be red any more . I like it. It is beautiful to be red and to 

be different. ‘



Instead of hanging her head down she then 

walked with purpose home and all the ants noticed it. They began to 

look at her strangely and were afraid of her and awed , yet drawn to 

her.

“There is something different about you.” Her mother said.

“Mum… Why am I an ant? Why can’t I be a bug?”

”What a silly question. Indeed you are bugging me. “ She fluffed her 

scarf around her head.

“But Mum, where did we come from? Is there someone higher than us 

and something more?”

“We are all there is the council has ruled. There is nothing higher. We 

have bugs and caterpillars and mites. Why must you ask impossible 

questions there are no answers to? Go to your bed with no supper for 



that.”

Mooshka withdrew in her room but she was not comfortable. Her head 

hurt from thinking and she realized she did not like the ant ways 

necessarily. Everyone worked hard and was as a slave. They did relax 

in winter and yet , there was no purpose or self fulfillment. Mooshka 

wanted individual purpose and achievement. She did not understand 

why the other ants did not question anything. In the dark, she thought

of beyond her, beyond anthood. 

She imagined there were other beings beyond and maybe they looked 

different. She tried to imagine where she lived on and beyond her ant 

dimensions. She tried to imagine if anyone looked down on her and 

observed her. This went on for days and her head sorely hurt but as 

Mooshka was shunned , luckily they did not make her do any work. To 

the others she was different and to be different was ugly and 

unacceptable and useless. 

The ants had their path of success and this must always be followed. 

Anything different was ant anarchy. But Mooshka was seeing 

differently. She had replaced her normal ant eyes with new eyes and 

inside herself she did not think as an ant any more but something 

higher. She was anti antiness-yes.



She thought of the glass outside and how she had seen herself. She 

thought, all has is reflection and just because you don’t see something

, doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist. There must be many things that we 

don’t see but exist she thought. The glass had given her new eyes. 

She was determined to find a bigger glass to see more clearly. “I must 

see more and more clearly. “ She resolved. “I want to know the truth 

of more, even if it hurts , I want to know. None of them want to know, 

but I do. It seems to me there could be other beings as us , bigger ants

or other types of creatures as ants . I shall communicate with them 

and they shall teach me their secrets.” Mooshka then slept well, very 

tired from her ponderings.

In the morning she awoke early and packing a little knapsack of food, 

she went on her way returning to the glass. She then walked further 

and further beyond the bounds of her field and she saw a much bigger

glass but it was so bright she could scarcely look in it. She did not 

know this was a mirror. In the mirror she could see the sky but she did 

not know it was a sky only another field above it . 

She saw a ball of light in the sky and also blue fields as she had no 

concept of sky yet . She screamed and ran home and told her mother .



“ There is a ball of light in the field above and that is where the 

warmth comes from. I saw it. There are also blue fields THAT STRETCH

 WITH NO END.’

“You have lost your mind. “ Her mother said. “ You are making things 

up that do not exist. You will be the death of me and an 

embarrassment to our community. You are not worthy to be an ant. If 

you continue as you are they will throw you in ant jail.”

“They will not need to as I will leave before they do that. There is a 

huge world out there and I must see it with more than ants in it. I must

know all. “

“You will die. You will surely die. “The mother said.

“No, for my eyes will be opened and I shall have knowledge and be 

able to choose between wrong and right and see the future and 

know.”

“I do not understand what you are saying. You must leave before they 

persecute you.

She hugged her mother and took her belongings in a suitcase and a 

knapsack of food and kissed her mother at the door. Her mother wept 

but Mooshka was happy to go. She had never really felt loved here for 

to be loved you must be accepted in a free sense. If there is no 

freedom , there is no love.

Mooshka traipsed off into the big, real world. As she ventured beyond 

the field and the mirror , she became afraid and weary. She had never 



known beyond this world and she did shed a tear thinking of her home

and her mother and all that had made her Mooshka so far but then 

she also realized she was her own person in her own right and that 

spurred Mooshka on. 

“ I have always been different. I am unique. In order to understand , 

you must think uniquely , nearly be crazy and you must doubt all you 

see and ask questions. I will know if it kills me. I was born differently . 

For starters, I am red and to me red is beautiful. Why must we be only 

one color? All colors are variety as the flowers. Even if we were purple,

we would be beautiful. “

Mooshka loved flowers the most . She often looked at the ones in her 

field of vision and they made soft beds but if the rain came , you 

would be washed away. Only the one who hid in the earth was safe. 

She walked and walked and walked and then she sensed darkness was

falling so she clambered under a stone which to her was a huge 

boulder OR MONOLITH and hoped it would not rain. She was afraid for 

this was her first night alone and she did not sleep very well and also, 

it was cold. At last , she did sleep and again she saw pictures in her 

head which she did not know where dreams. She had awoken 

something most ants do not an antagination or imagination.

She awoke to voices fighting and she saw two large bully bugs fighting

over her knapsack of food. Her heart sank. It had all kinds of goodies 



in it , her mother had made her and she was determined not to let it 

go but she was afraid as the bugs were huge and she just an ant. 

Quickly, using her imagination she determined what to do but did not 

know what. She thought and thought and then raced out from under 

the rock towards a glass fragment shard. She picked this up and 

wanting to look into it thinking it would contain answers she pointed it 

and to her consternation, the bug dropped the food .

She then realized the shard was picking up the heat from the BALL OF 

LIGHT IN THE BLUE FIELD SHE HAD SEEEN and aiming it at the bug so 

she pointed it towards the other bug and he was zapped too. “Leave 

my food alone. “ She said. “Or I will zap you. I have powers beyond 

what you see. I am not just an ant. I appear as an ant to trick you. I 

hold the power of light in me. “ 

The bugs though normally would have laughed at this due to the 

magical power of heat scrambled off and Mooshka was happy her food

was safe. True the little seed cake had been tossed slightly in the 

tumble but she picked it up and wiped it off and wrapped it up in her 

kerchief and was happy to go on her way with the suitcase. 

This time she took the shard of glass with her and though it made her 

load heavier it was worth it. The glass was the answer to all she 

determined. It had shown her the power of magnification. In order to 

see something you had to magnify it or your perspective could be 

wrong. Upon magnification , you could then see it clearer and clearer. 

Your own eye and thought can fool you. It must be magnified. All must 

be magnified.

She walked along happy to know more and along the way she came to



a huge crowd. “What is happening ? “She asked.

“OH the slaters are debating existence. See, one things there is no 

purpose and the other thinks there is a purpose but they are coming 

to blows and the law must intervene. “

“You stupid bug. “ The slater punched out at his opponent angry.

“Seems to me , that this is a funny way to find truth. “ The ant 

shrugged. Besides, they are so small , how can they see beyond 

themselves. “

”Small?” Asked the lady bug. ” THEY ARE BIGGER THAN YOU ”

“Yes, small. See I found something magnifies all and then I realized 

that we cannot see things until we magnify them and how small we 

are from our perspective. I am searching for other life, higher life 

beyond us.”

“You will never find it. ‘ Said the bug.

“Why not?”

“Because the powers that be have been searching for a long time and 

have not found it.”

“Seems to me though. “ The ant said . “ That just because they have 

not found it , does not mean, I will not. By their observation, they have

not seen more but my observation may be different besides mine is 

magnified. Do you think the truth is out there? Do you think the truth 

is stopping anyone from finding it?”



“HMMm I do not know truth exists. “

“If truth does not exist then you do not exist neither are you real. You 

are contradicting yourself for truth must exist or you would not be 

standing here today . It is just you cannot perceive it as you believe in 

confusion whereas , I do not. I want to see all clearly as much as I can.

‘

‘But what next? What is the point?”

“What is the point of anything even you existing or eating or picking 

up crumbs off the floor or raising ant babies? While you exist you can 

find your own meaning and as I exist now I choose to use my 

existence to find out about more existence. “

‘Hmmm… that does make sense. I do wonder at the point of it all. “

“Maybe there is no point but to fill in the spaces and the more spaces 

you fill the more truth you have. Imagine you had all and did not have 

to seek for food . What would you do? Seeking for food keeps you busy

and having problems to solve. Maybe if I knew all I would then make 

myself forget it and re-find It if I could, piece by piece for if I know all 

then I am bored and have no reason to exist. Once you have no 

challenges you lose all purpose. While challenges maybe frustrating , 

you also have reason for existence. “

“Seems to me you think too much.” The lady bug quipped.

“Who is deciding I think too much for is not the very thought that I 

think too much also I thought in itself? Therefore , you wasted your 

time in determining I think too much for how can you determine what 

is too much to think and by whose perspective and decree?”



“You are much too complex for me . I am simple.”

“I disagree. You are more complex. For in fact when you see more and 

more , it becomes simple but when all is in fragments it appears 

complex. “

“ I can’t argue with you. You have an answer for everything.

”That is because all the answers already exist. All we have to do is find

them. I am simply finding them and not doing anything great nor am I 

special. I know I am a red ant and that this makes me different and 

maybe by being different I looked at thing differently and not what 

they call a normal way. Because of this, I am seeing beyond what ants 

call normality or bugs.”

“To me things happen randomly. There is no cause, no effect. There is 

randomness.” The bug preened its wings and it was a different red 

than Mooshka with black dots on it, a thing of beauty.

“Yes, but it is your observation declaring it so. Where you see random 

another may see unity and mathematical perfection. Your 

consciousness is seeing it so for all science and truth requires 

observation therefore the consciousness effects the results. Scientists 

have degrees because all is learnt by degrees so their pieces of paper 

mean nothing to me for if a great consciousness had funding it would 

astonish the world. “

“How did you come to think like this?”

‘ I died.”



“what do you mean you died?”

‘ I died to the old me and forgot all I knew because no one had any 

answers I sought my own that were complete nonsense to others thus 

I am making sense of the world. The answers are coming to me by 

degree and I am not really thinking. I am seeking and sensing the 

world and only for truth not a predetermined location. “

“How can you die and be born again?”

“You must get a new mind not the old mind. Only then can you see. 

The mind must be renewed and constantly. In every idea you must die 

for every time you have an idea a part of you dies, the old idea and It 

fuses onto a new one and spurts forward like a stream. “

“This seems gibberish to a bug like me.”

“What is gibberish but a name. Either you can see or you cannot see. 

If you don’t have answers for me such as what is beyond here and are 

there bigger beings , why should I care if you pronounce it as 

gibberish. Either you have the truth or you don’t. Where there is 

confusion, there cannot be truth. Even if I have only one blade of truth

, I would rather have only that than to say I have a whole wheel 

barrow of it whereas in fact It is all decaying fragments that once 

pieced together would appear differently. The truth I have been 

offered so far is recycled garbage and I am thirsty to know are there 

bigger ants or beings that have more answers than us. You see I saw a

light reflected from the field above us and it seemed to be where our 

warmth comes from. It was as a ball so bright you could not look into it

and it burnt as a fire.”



“You are stupid. If there was a light in the field above us , it would burn

us all. This makes no sense. A light in A HUGE BLUE FIELD  looking like 

a ball . It is the funniest thing I heard.”

“NO, “ Mooshka shook her head and adjusted her knapsack. “ For one 

day what I say will be common knowledge. They will find the light in 

the sky but I do not know if they will travel to it, but this light gives us 

warmth. “

The lady bug shook her pretty head. ‘ What is the purpose of a light in 

the FIELD and who put it there?”

”That I do not know but even if it seems to make no sense to us, it is 

definitely there. I can show you. Also , I was able to defend myself 

using this light or I would have lost my food and the light burnt the 

bugs and they scrambled off . IT was more powerful than our 

mandibles we use to defend ourselves. It traveled through the air and 

burnt them STEMLESSLY”

“STEMLESS? You are a fool . There is no such thing as STEMLESS 

FLOATING. We see what we see and all is connected through wires or 

through sticks or through blades of grass. There is no invisible 

communication. Things are common and plain and simple . A ball of 

light well , I Never. I cannot wait to tell my village. They will laugh their

heads off. “

“Good day, lady bug. Good luck to you.”

“It is you that needs luck for you are a strange ant . NO wonder you 

have no friends.”



The bug pompously walked off and Mooshka was left alone a little 

saddened but she was used to the world rejecting her. It is not me 

they are rejecting she thought but something higher than me. They 

cannot know what they should know or don’t know therefore what 

doesn’t fit into their mind box , they laugh it off. She then shrugged 

and accepted the fact that few If any would understand and that was 

ok. “ I am Mooshka. “ She stood tall. “ I have my own journey separate

from others and that Is all that matters.’

She became thirsty so she put her little mouth in a tiny puddle and 

drank. She than nibbled on her seed cake and wondered what the 

others were doing home. She knew they would be going on in their 

own merry way, nothing ever changing but so busy no one would 

notice.

She could hear the grass sucking up moisture as to her, these were 



her daily sounds, the clicks of the bugs and the rustle of the dirt as the

insects crept along. This was her world and her field of vision as each 

has his own field of vision to us is known as dimensions. 

To the ant, this was the world she knew and above her line of vision 

the world of humanity did not intrude. Each sees his own arc 

perspective and deduces the remainder of the universe must be so. 

You cannot know anything unless it is through yourself so Mooshka the

ant was starting to know more because her awareness of self was 

growing. The minute you know yourself as Socrates said, you begin to 

know the universe for you are self aware and thus you are able to be 

more universally aware. This self awareness is the greatest 

intelligence of the universe. Truth requires an observer and therefore 

the observer affects the result. Truth becomes defunct when there is 

no one to observe asthere will be no conclusions drawn. Therefore , 

the perspective affects the truth . If you are in one angle of the galaxy 

it may appear in one way and the stars differently, from another 

corner it appears differently. Imagine you could see all the universe, 

what would you see and how would it appear?

When a baby is born It is not self aware and its parents are its self. It is

one with the parents and it seeks their face for its own self is 

recognized only through them. That is why it is incapable of meeting 

its own needs for it cannot anticipate them and even find an answer 

for them. That is how all things are in life, first you are a child at the 

seat of truth worshipping and then by degrees you put away childish 

things and see more and more. To know is pain for you leave a part of 

yourself behind and it is easier to have no self responsibility but with 

no self responsibility comes no freedom. A child cannot be free for it 

cannot take care of itself so one who does no think for himself shall 



never be free. Mooshka although a little ant , in its sphere was as free 

as a star floating in the galaxy , for it saw much but even a star has 

limits as it has its path and traversial corridors.

Each one has its path and walks in his own shoes and in order to see 

more they must first be able to fill their own shoes before they are 

able to try on new shoes. Mooshka wanted to have new experiences 

and these experiences were frightening and yet adventurous. To 

Mooshka , she had gone far but to the person above Mooshka, 

Mooshka had not gone far at all.

The person above was a curly haired lad of ten . He was bronzed and 

healthy looking BUT HAD BEEN ILL ALOT. He carried a stick in his hand 

and at this moment he had decided to run away from home. See , 

David had a problem. He had a disease where one of his limbs was 

shorter than the other and swollen . This made him different even if 

his face was handsome and his demeanor bright. He hobbled along 

and felt alone. The doctors had no cure for this but they did give him 

medication to lessen it. Also they had made him a brace to help him 

walk and it also stopped the leg from growing so the other one would 

catch up. David felt alone often and he was as Mooshka questioning 

all. He often played alone in the garden with his toy cars and animals 

and he made little villages. He watched the ants and fed them crumbs

and UNBEKNOWN to Mooshka , David had been watching her for a 

long time.



Mooshka was easy to watch because she was red. Other wise david 

would not have known who was who but Mooshka was clearly seen by 

its red, red like Ayers Rock. He had never seen a red ant before that 

was small as this one and yet not a warrior ant. He googled it and he 

could not find one like it. It was an anomaly as he also was. 

This made him feel one with the and and their solidarity crossed 

dimensions. 

He wished the ant could see him and he could talk to it . He asked his 

mum and she said, “ you cannot talk to ants. They do not talk. “ 

Upon googling it he found that ants did talk and they made twitter like

sounds. If an ant could talk even in its own language it was then 

capable of communicating and also understanding more. How could 

he communicate with it , on Its own terms? He must be able to 

somehow shrink himself to its dimensions. Then he had the perfect 

answer . He would record himself and play it on the iphone and the ant

might be able to see it. He then put his phone down on the ants path 

and Mooshka then came across it.

To any other ant, it simply ignored the obstacle and moved on but not 

Mooshka. Mooshka was curious. She immediately was afraid and her 

heart raced as all new things make your heart race but curiosity drove

her to study this object rather than run away. She paused and looked 

and David laughed for the ant was indeed looking at the iphone. He 

knew it could not understand his words but it could perceive 

something new.

 Mooshka saw the moving object and perceived it to be something 

beyond itself . She did see the face, the body and as her eyes adjusted



to her it appeared alien like. She knew it was like her in a way for it 

had eyes and a nose but it was so different it appeared strange. 

Mooshka also studied its mouth and saw sounds coming out . It then 

knew the being was talking but it could not understand it. Did the 

being mean harm? She approached the screen and then studied it for 

a long time. She then realized the being wasn’t there in her 

dimension. She had never see an image so was unable to fathom it. It 

is nearly impossible to make deductions or recognize something you 

have not seen. She did not use her brain but her instinct as the brain 

would have limited her as it only knows what it already knows or what 

others tell it.

The ant then touched the screen with her antlers and it was cold to 

the touch. David was so happy for he knew the ant had understood as 

it had interacted. Now he had a brilliant idea to make a video of the 

ant zooming in and this he did and then played it. Mooshka now saw 

itself on the screen and perceived then that this was something 

replaying itself like the mirror but a moving mirror that played at a 

different time. This was a very hard concept to Mooshka’s mind for in 

ant minds all things are as they are in that time. The image though 

was of Mooshka in the past and Mooshka suddenly became aware of 

time and of herself in different angles which is really time. 

She had been herself in one angle and now herself was standing in 

front of herself seeing herself at another angle she did not know 

humans referred to as past. There were three angles of time 

intersected in a pyramid of past , present and future. These three 

angles formed an arc angle and Mooshka could see herself now and 

also in the past but she did not understand fully what this meant or 

the angles as this was so foreign to her , her brain ached. When the 



brain aches it is a sign you are close to truth and must seek harder for 

you are peering into thecorners of the universe and seeing but you are

so close , yet far. The perception must be stretched so that it can 

conceive a new idea. This growth doesn’t happen immediately and of 

course one must learn how to learn. Once you learn how to learn the 

learning becomes easier.

The ant then understood a being was communicating with it, a being 

that was an alien to it. Maybe this being had made her and knew all 

the answers. Surely she thought a being that can transmit information 

from another point to current point , is capable of doing anything. 

Little did she know the boy above had his own problems and in his 

world , he was also small but her perception of course , could not see 

this.

To know and see what you cannot see. you first must know you cannot

see. Those who think they can see are blind for there is so much more 

to see. David was peering into another world and Mooshka into 

another but these world existed concurrently, yet to each his own and 

after its kind. All was after its own kind.

The conception of seeing is more than having an object in front of you 

for the object may be bypassed in not understanding its value but 

once, one understands one cannot see it then strives to see beyond 

itself and through itself and thus, It sees into other worlds. The 

prejudiced mind however, only sees what it knows and this is 

prejudice for you cannot recognize something you cannot know. Once 

you recognize it, then you see it everywhere as you would if I pointed 

out a white car or the triangles of a pyramid then you can look for 



those shapes everywhere and recognize them in all things. You may 

then have priceless things of value in front of you , all of which you do 

not use or value or comprehend. Most of the valuable things are all in 

front of you and the greatest of these is desire or JESU. Jesu means the

highest desire and to desire more and higher. The ant was feeling jesu 

or joy. It was thirsting to know a world beyond itself and that world to 

us is simple , yet to the ant it was stretching beyond its limits millions 

and trillions of times.

Mooshka did not see David 

but only the iphone but of 

course Mooshka did not know 

it was an iphone or what a 

phone could be . It only knew 

that it had glimpsed a 

communication and it had 

seen and been seen. 

Someone was making contact

with Mooshka , someone 

beyond herself.

There are so many angles of 

intersection in the universe. They all overlap , yet not all can see each 

other. 

This is like having many notes on a scale and the frequencies or sound

are kept separate and yet it is all music-a UNI-VERSE.

In order to see truth one must build a bigger and bigger arc by 

degrees. The degrees of the world allude to this and the higher ones 

are called master as those who can see more become master minds 

and begin to master the universe and life.
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If the arc collapses and does not meet universally, then it means you 

have not constructed it right. The arc angles must always meet and 

become a bigger and bigger puzzle of clarity or it is just an image and 

will fall flat on its face.

People forget something that the universe is like a cube and that all is 

form and that it is not expressed flat. Our minds see things flat and we

draw the angles wrong on pieces of paper. Even time itself does not 

move forward on its own but is expressed in real space time as in form

for the very constellations are as a cube arc angles of corridors of 

interweaving and all moves in and out of gates and bands or band 

withs. It is like an orchestra that makes a symphony , yet there are 

many parts. Whatever breaches the unity of these breaches all and if 

you move one thing, you move and change all like picking up sticks 

and the whole pile moves. Because it is a universe, not one action 

stands alone but we see it as isolated. It Is a big spider web of 

interconnectedness.

Thus, Mooshka saw a small angle but her perception was beginning to 

know there was more beyond her . Sadly, however she could not see 

David.

David knew he had made a breakthrough and hurried home to tell his 

Mum but she dismissed him as you do children and did not take his 

revelation seriously. When one has a child or meets a human , one 

does not see Tesla or Einstein or a prophet. One merely sees a 

common human as themselves , in fact more common for each one 

can only understand their inner world and therefore they are the 

special ones and so it should be. No one looks at the being before 



them thinking they will be the one to reveal more and greater truths. 

They act as if truth must come to only a chosen person or race but 

they don’t understand truth chooses no one but the chosen are those 

who choose to see it.

A maths problem does not say, “Archimedes, you are Greek . I do not 

like you . Also, you are in a bathtub and naked, therefore , I will not 

reveal myself to you. “ Archimedes knew the joy or jesu of truth and 

he found it in a bathtub naked , which made it nonetheless true. He 

than in his joy ran through the streets naked , yet we do not know if 

any shared in his joy at the time or even know if they do. In his mind 

the concept broke through and it was as if something awakened in him

and in the excitement of it , he even forgot himself. For how long he 

had been pondering before this came to him?

When he saw did others see? Not necessarily. Sometimes the one who 

sees cannot explain it to the rest for each one sees for himself and 

because they cannot see , they deduce he also cannot see. They ask 

him , “ By what means and what authority do you see?” They doubt 

him. HE answers, “ by whose authority and how I see, I do not know. 

All I know is , whereas I was born blind, now I see. Ask my parents. “ 

But the parents are afraid. The seeing must only come from the 

accepted route of seeing, the authorities or accepted channels as if 



truth was prejudiced to the seeker and the problem would only 

disclose itself to the rich, the elite or the funded.

When Mooshka could see , the others did not. When others do not 

see , they generally mock or reject or classify but they do not sift it to 

see if it is true. They label it immediately and put it in a box . They 

have already decided beforehand what is true and what isn’t .. There 

is a true story where an archaeologist had searched for a long time in 

a deep cave for signs of civilization and finding none, he was baffled 

and felt let down. He took his son along one Sunday and the little boy 

played and played and enjoyed the cave. Again , the archaeologist, 

had no fruitful findings and disheartened he beckoned the son to leave

but the little boy tugged the fathers hand and insisted he “ come look.

“

The father took the lantern and held it up high where the child was 

pointing on the ceiling of the cave and to his utter astonishment were 

life like cave drawings. The whole ceiling was covered in them. The 

archaeologists prejudice had stopped him from seeing and his

expectations. Learning is great but it creates expectations so that you 

may expect to see truth only through certain channels or places , 

whereas truth is everywhere if you only look.

There are many questions have not been answered but not cannot be 



answered. One of these questions is, why are there upside down cave 

paintings. Why would anyone paint them upside down and who was 

seeing them and for whom were they done? Was gravity different, did 

they have different vehicles of transport such as floating ones? These 

are questions and not assumptions for , there is always a reason for 

everything. The reason may be simple but we won’t know , until we 

keep asking.

Every day we overlook secrets by seeing the commonplace as 

common. When the sunlight becomes a plant from its dna coding by 

reflecting in water through its magnetic channels, this is not a 

common place thing but a miracle. When you then eat the plant and it

becomes you , this is not common. When you write about it or draw it, 

the concept of it and what writing is , is not common but we take all 

these for granted and then forget the uncommon things can one day 

be common too. What is now seen as beyond our reach, is not but 

merely, uncommon and currently not fathomed.

You put yeast in flour and water and it grows, then you bake it and eat 

it and it is bread which we find tasty. All is miracles of amazement. 

Never think anything is common but always find the uncommon , 

common. If that doesn’t make any sense , it is because it is a 

conundrum. A conundrum is equal on all sides and therefore appears 

contradictory but in reality , it is not. It is merely saying the same 

thing in different ways for the opposing view points are congruent , 

once angled.

 



OBSERVE THE COMMONALITY AND UNITY OF THE WHOLE 

UNIVERSE EXEMPLIFIED ABOVE WHICH IS BASED ON PIE , 

MEANING ARC ANGLES AND WHEN THEY INTERSECT , THEY 

FORM THEIR OWN CETA OR FLOWER OF LIFE. FROM ONE ANGLE

THE ATOM IS TINY FROM ANOTHER IT COULD BE A UNIVERSE 

WITHIN ITSELF AND A GALAXY. ALL IS REALLY PERSPECTIVES 

OF ANGLE.

The pie exemplifies this or pi. You could say the pie is an arc angle of a

truth and the whole pie is the truth , so that all see arc angles or slices

of truth but only those who see the whole pie have the whole picture . 

The universe is like this, slices of pie.

While many are satisfied with one slice of pie. The true seeker wants 

all the pie and knows there is more pie but that he simply cannot 
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digest it all at once, swallow it and process it but awareness of more 

pie makes him a genius.

Mooshka had her inner eye opened but what next??

David was determined to communicate with her. He wanted her to see

him, to be seen and to see in turn. It was not enough that he saw her. 

He wanted her to see him and not on a screen. Mooshka herself 

wanted to see. As she went to sleep, under a pebble , she thought of 

the face on the screen comparing it to her own and trying to deduce 

the structure of the being. Mooshka knew she had skin but she saw 

the being had worn a covering . She did not know these were clothes.

In cymatics, there is the study of the voice and the voice has an 

imprint like a starburst or flower of life. It makes voice pictures or 

impressions and thus it moves the observer, the one who hears. It 

awakens life inside, new images. It creates. You cannot perceive of 

someone completely until you can communicate with them. Other 

wise, you are simply making up your own ideas . 

The whole universe communicates in Its own way but it is not 

perceived by all as all communicate in their form or manner and each 

after his or her kind.

David needed to learn to communicate with an ant and Mooshka 

needed to see David. David had brilliant idea that night. He thought of

mirrors. He could show her smaller and smaller mirrors so she could 

see him. He took his mums hand mirrors and off he went . There was 

Mooshka eating her lunch. He approached her slowly, careful no to 

step on her and he angled the mirror she he could be reflected. 

Mooshka saw the light and she knew of mirrors. She took her own 



shard out and used this to observe the mirror. It was distorted but she 

knew the mirror was reflecting the being above her so this being was 

there. David then wrote his name on a piece of paper and he angled it 

above his head so she could see. Mooshka observed the sign but did 

not know what it meant. She knew it was an association with him. To 

her it was as a crop circle, indecipherable and mysterious.

PICTURES KNOWN AS CYMATICS..CROP 

CIRCLE AND ABORIGINAL ART DEPICTING

FREQUENCIE, THE CYMATICS, THE 

WHEEL AND THE SPIDERWEB ARC ANGLE 

UNIVERSE EITHER CONSCIOUSLY OR SUBCONSCIOUSLY
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Mooshka could not understood the concept of 
writing yet as the concept of symbols meaning one 
thing to stand for another, was still new to her. She 
had understood the mirror could represent other 
things, that the being could be seen even if they 
weren’t in front of you , that angles could show you 
different things through magnification but symbols 
not yet. 

Writing is merely symbols and initially all was 
mathematical so that it stood for a universal truth 
and this has been forgotten. The concept of writing 
and thought and one thing standing for another is 
strange. All that thinks however, thinks in symbols , 
It just thinks in its own field of symbols , so that 
there is no existence without frequency of thought 
and symbols. It however, must fathom that it thinks 
in symbols. 

To fathom it thinks in symbols is harder than to think 
in symbols and to understand other beings use their 
own symbols from their perspective.

 Decoding something though not impossible is 
fraught with difficulty of becoming familiar with new 
conceptions. One must first of all be open to them or
discover them by accident when awareness dawns.

 This generally happens by observation and 
sometimes by fright and necessity. But also, one can 



choose to see but necessity does help to see better 
as desperate means call for desperate measures and
survival is a key instinct.

How then could these two communicate? How can 
you communicate with something on a different 
consciousness than you , higher or smaller, it 
matters not if the communications don’t intersect or 
are not perceived.

The dawn of consciousness had begun in Mooshka 
and then it sought for answers beyond itself. It 
wanted to see more and beings beyond itself. This 
being it had seen in the mirror image moving, 
appeared to be of such high intelligence to 
Mooshka , how could Mooshka ever imagine this 
being would be , merely a child in its sphere? 

David had brought her crumbs of cake and she 
wrapped them up in her kerchief. She was very 
happy and this seemed to her as a godsend would to
us.



Both were looking into a world not their own but 
upside down to each and at different angles. In order
to see, you had to be upside down as It said in Alice 
of Wonderland for only topsy turvy would you see a 
new way.



PART TWO
David was enjoying his cheese and tomato sandwich. He had given 

Mooshka some of it, a little crumb of cheese and a little crum of bread.

To Mooshka , this was huge and David was as a god to her but of 

course she had no concept of god beyond the fact that this alien from 

somewhere was attempting a form of communication with her and 

giving her food.

David was very worried as he realized Mooshka could leave him and 

wander off, so he had to take her. He put a jar before her and she had 

crept into it and caught her. The other ants would have panicked and 

of course Mooshka was afraid. She did not know what a jar was but to 

her it was a huge piece of glass. She was confused at first as it was 

clear to her inside and she could see through it rather well but it was 

enclosed on all sides. This was a quandary to her and once she had 



eaten her food , she had sought an escape. Was this alien being 

capturing her she wondered and to what purpose? She at last 

reasoned that she could not escape so she stood very still and awaited

the outcome.

Unbeknown to Mooshka , David had built her , her own mansion and it 

had steps and many things ants enjoyed. It was safe and enclosed and

here David could view her. It also had mirrors and other 

communication devices could help him communicate with an ant. He 

had spent all his pocket money of a year on this and it was his pride 

and joy. Because he was a sick boy, his parents had given him rather a

lot of pocket money as they were quite well off but of course money 

didn’t heal him or give him the true friends he had desired.

 He had struck up a friendship with an ant, across dimensions –two 

minds had met, at different degrees of understanding but both 

developing and both in unity. Mooshka was feeling heart sick in herself

as she reasoned that leaving her family had been a mistake, here she 

was trapped but upon realizing the jar was open and looking around 

her new home , she was happy. It was all hers, this home. She had 

never had a home of her own and as far as ants go, she was rich.

 Every beings basic need is to have a home, somewhere to nest, 

somewhere to rest and feel safe. If you have a home, you are rich in a 

sense for you have somewhere to feel you can be yourself, to 

disappear into and burrow. You are protected from predators and the 

elements, you have warmth and food. Those who have homes often 

take them for granted until they lose them. Not having a home 

wearies your bones, it drains you, you feel like a scarecrow or tired 

pilgrim. If you don’t have a home and also no shelter or food , then it 



is a double blow. These are basic necessities. When these are short in 

the world or a particular country, that country is not doing well and is 

in huge trouble. It will be punished by the laws of the universe for 

allowing its occupants to go this way. The birds of the air have no 

businesses but they have homes and the lilies of the valley do not 

weave themselves clothing and yet they are arrayed more brilliantly 

than any in the earth. The peacock is dressed grander than her 

majesty , so rightly it should strut itself.

Mooshka looked around and unlike other ants, who would have felt 

trapped or panicked, she realized this had a purpose and someone 

had designed this for her and was watching her. She then made a 

show of enjoying it all and perusing it and David was very happy. He 

could see Mooshka was enjoying it and he wept. It felt good to help 

her and she had been all alone in the field near his house. Such a tiny 

creature, had to fend for itself was amazing. If he that was bigger had 

been let alone in the world, he might not have done as well but this 

ant here was a better master of its own life and did not complain how 

small it was and it was a hard worker, harder than any on earth. The 

ants also know that in numbers lie their strength , so they band 

together and if you see the leaf cutting ants cross a forest, no one can 

stand in their way. Their tunnels also rival any master builder on earth.

Mooshka noticed the mirrors also and David also set up acoustic 

equipment he had “borrowed.” From his Dad which allowed sound to 

be amplified and minimized and directed where it was meant to go. 

David built the ant a chamber bowl and here hedirected the sound and

also picked up the sound from her. He heard direct pip squeaks 

sounded like nothing to him but upon analyzing them , he realized 



they had algorithm patterns. The ant’s main speech he deduced was 

based upon its latitude and longitude which It ascertained through its 

own body and it of course would pass these messages across. There 

were also signals of body and of antlers. These combined formed 

hundreds of communications. Thus, one ant could see another and 

identify itself and its mission by communicating the colony and 

direction it was going and also categorizing the type of food and how 

many would be needed for the mission. 

The communications also transmitted weather information in real time

value that could be then ascertained which is why you rarely see any 

ants in the rain. They already know before hand , magnetically as they

are instinctually connected to the earth. David was a very bright boy 

and his interest had always been science and languages and history. 

As he had avoided playing with children , due to his condition , he had 

spent hours reading and gathering information and by nature he was 

curious and did not rest till he had an answer. This made him far 

advanced in many ways for his age.

The ant communications astounded him as they were very clever 

communicators but of course their communications did not include 

hypothetical terms in the sense we do, such as the concept of a other 

dimensions etc. They did not have a written language but they did 

have a scent they could deposit behind and this scent would contain 

an invisible communication only the other ants would be able to 

decipher and only from its own colony. They would share the same 

scent and each colony was identified by its scent. Thus an intruder 

was instantly known for it did not have the same scent, even in the 

darkness. The ant eyes also adjusted brilliantly in the darkness and 

though they did not see like daylight they were able to deduce the 



shape of objects even in the dark and not their bright colors. So, their 

nests show that they do not care for bright colors indoors as all is seen

in shades of grey, brown , white and black inside. Their pheromone 

language was something that we even today do not have access too 

but we do naturally also pass along subtle communications to each 

other in person this way, but due to our more so called advanced 

civilization , these primitive signals are largely ignored

.

The ants based their whole latitude and longitude on north but of 

course they did not perceive north as being somewhere in space but 

rather an instinctual perception. They could turn in directions to 

illustrate patterns but bees do the body language more intricately. 

Ants use a combination of algorithmical patterns combined with 

phermones and some sensory touch, sight and also some antler and 

body language. They could warn of danger and also, they can read the

ground better than any aboriginal tracker but not in the a higher 

dimension, only from their level. They are unaware of course, of big 

creatures and cannot in fact see them or perceive them but possibly 

perceive it as thunder or a cataclysm as we would not a boot stomping

across its pathway.

Mooshka however , was on a whole other level . Her consciousness 

had evolved due to the fact she had sought. Water grows all things so 

the water of consciousness means reflection. In order to grow, one had

to reflect then unify the ideas and this caused the energy inside to 

grow and circulate and then the consciousness grew. The water of 

consciousness is a living water , that grows only upon reflection but it 

must also rest to grow but not for too long. Even the heart pattern 

shows the frequency and rest pattern and there are higher waves and 

lower. All is like this in nature and you cannot constantly strain 



something but it must rest in order to grow as well as spur itself 

forward, this creates a vortexial echo and all energy grows like this.

All nature also communicates, even plants send forth their smells 

when you cut them and send forth signals in desert to warn of 

incoming danger. A plant can send out invisible signals letting the 

bees know or a particular insect , it is time to pollinate it. Again , it can

send out signals, tricking the intruder that it is able to defend itself. A 

plant has consciousness in its own way for it seeks for water and 

though it seems to us to not move , it is really moving . Its roots 

burrow into the earth seeking water and nutrients and it then puts out 

its leaves.

We mistakenly see things as static and also, we see them as objects 

and firm whereas in fact things are form and are also codes that 

interact with each other constantly. In a way, all you see is in 

communication and has THE WORD IN IT. There is nothing that can 

happen without a word in it. Electricity cannot move without the word 

in it. We fail to see this word, this communication and that all that 

happens is this and that is why the universe is called the UNI –VERSE 

or one word. What is invisible to us, is merely not on our conscious 

level and if all of it was, we would go crazy. We then simplify it in our 

minds in order to see it and to perceive it and that is why we can miss-

hear things and have what we call optical illusions. The mind fills in 

the spaces missing and so, we see things as form and flat or objects 

and basically, solid and this makes It all have a covering to us that is 

pleasant. 

Whereas, in fact for one thing to exist it takes the whole universe to 

make it exist. Not one thing happens independently. We breathe in air 

and our capillaries expand , the vessels push blood through, our heart 



beats which is electrical frequency, we think but how many firing of 

synapses took to make that thought that we perceive as coming in 

that second. Behind the obvious thinking we have the thinking done 

by theuniverse itself that we have not coded. Did a human being code 

his body to make it beat and align it in a rhythm? Yet that human 

being then argues that all is random and even in the arguing of it , he 

erases the randomness for simply perceiving that it is random, makes 

it not random and also, to look for non-randomness means that he is 

not being random and the conclusion is incorrect. 

The very act of looking for randomness makes it non-random for no 

one looks for structure unless reasoning deduces it must be so, and if 

the person cannot see it, it is because he has taken ALL IN THE 

UNIVERSE FOR GRANTED. Those events still happen and his heart still 

beats, even if he declares it to be random and also the sun still comes 

up every day warming his random face that declares it all an accident 

and thus, the sun may not appear tomorrow . He also by declaring 

randomness , is declaring that his brain is able to pinpoint it but if all 

is random , how is he then able to find it or conclude his brain is non 

random enough to find non randomness or randomness. In his wisdom

he is spouting nonsense and yet if he was a little more nonsensical , 

he would in fact find wisdom for to have nonsense means to have 

something you do not know and look at it upside down and in every 

which way, to form a structure that you can then pronounce 

“knowable.” Our minds look for similarity and for knowing and thus, a 

mind seeks to know and be known. It hurts us not to be known. 

Sometimes, even in anger, we really just want to be known and no one

has really known us.

The reason one would deduce randomness is because it is not seeing 



patterns it knows and also, the expectations tied to specific events are

random seeming as he is not seeing the expected patterns. What 

comes into our vision may be a molecule, an atom or a butterfly and it

floats in and out of our vision and it happens so quickly but what took 

that to get there was an eternity of complex events all tied together 

with a string in a way. It is like a spider web building and building or a 

knitting pattern and at last, there you have one seemingly random 

event crossing your path as a black cat would.

 Each being then declares purpose of the event as relates to it. If the 

event is unrelated to the being , it appears random but the forces that 

took it in and out of that random event were not random but took an 

eternity.

You are here today, reading this story in what may seem a random 

occurrence. What made you pick this up? How did you get to this point

in time and seeking answers? Did you self propel yourself into 

existence? Yet here you are existing. In order to exist without knowing,

is impossible and yet here you exist meaning that if you exist anything

is possible provided you find a law to go with it. You took an eternity to

get here and here you are – a miracle of eternity, the only one of you 

that shall ever be you . As Dr Seuss said, there is no one that is youer 

than you. This of itself is a miracle. Your very dna attests to this as it is

a long chain of all your ancestors. It contains all the codes of them . It 

is the bible within you but you are not able to read it generally as you 

are using your brain and the brain cannot read DNA , only the 

subconscious can. 

YOU know many things that you don’t know you know because you 

believe you cannot know them. Yet, you look to other people who have



dna exactly like you and believe they have the answers only because 

they are in certain positions accepted by others to be “knowing.”

If you had been in a jungle, the very simple ruler of the jungle would 

be the accepted route of high wisdom and knowledge. If you are in an 

ape society, there is always a leader. So, you are also following the 

others playing follow the leader when the whole universe lies before 

you as Newton said unread. There is a bible in you and there is a bible 

in the universe for it is a book of life and you are content with playing 

with a seashell when before you likes a whole ocean undiscovered, yet

even in that seashell lies the echoes of the ocean and all interlinking 

of its journey and at that moment-you pick it up RANDOMLY.

When you don’t know something it appears random. Thus the voynich 

manuscript appears random and indecipherable and a prank as it has 

not been known and deciphered. To an ant walking over this keyboard 

It would not see the patterns of this and the keys and the letters here 

would not be perceived as designated communication of important 

messages. I took an eternity to get here and I am not going to waste 

my time writing things of no importance. I waited so long and here I 

am, I will speak. So should you. Today you exist , do not hold back. In 

my writing, I write as I will for there is no format can tell me how to 

write and in my randomness , I have found my own structure and 

voice. Find your own voice for each one has one. Speak out or forever 

hold your peace.



When something is un-known , it is believed to be random, not 

important, ludicrous, impossible to fathom or simply , a trick.

At the intersection of time, Mooshka and David met and here they 

were in communication. David was fairly excited at dinner time and his

mother noticed his joy.

“You seem much happier these days. “ She flicked her fringe out of her

face. She was a slim woman with a boyish figure. David’s father looked

over his glasses at him as if he was an art object on inspection but 

suspiciously so. “Hmm..” was all his father said.

“Tell us what has been happening?”

”I have made a friend. Her name is Mooshka. “



“Ah! a girlfriend. “ His Dad smiled.

“Something like that. “ David snickered.

“Stop hounding the boy. At least he is happy. He is entitled to his 

privacy. Remember when you were that age, you didn’t want everyone

in your business. If David is happy with Mooshka then so, it shall be 

but feel free to bring her home for dinner. “

“Thanks Mum. ‘ He couldn’t contain himself from laughter.

“Aha. Love is in the air. “ His Dad broke off a piece of crusty bread and 

dipped it into the salad sauce. All David could think of was the irony of

size, that this piece of bread his Dad ate would in fact be a months 

food for Mooshka. To Mooshka , we were beyond giants.

After dinner, he hurried to Mooshka’s glass home and there was 

Mooshka, she had eaten herself and was laying down. Mooshka it 

seemed as far as ants go was lazy. She was more of the mind variety. 

Mooshka had never really done hard work as the other ants had 

shunned her . The other ants were so busy that even if they could 

think, they would have no time to , so only Mooshka’s powers grew 

and they grew alone.

He wanted so bad to shrink himself or to expand her to his size but he 

could not do either. He really wanted to communicate with her. He 

sent his voice to her through the wire but she could not quite perceive 

what it meant without symbols. She did listen , he could tell and it 

seemed she made a gesture as if she was saying hello but with her 

antlers. For her to perceive him was difficult.



He went to bed tired, seeking answers of how to communicate with 

her.

In the middle of night, he leapt up in bed. He had an idea! He would 

name the objects she knew then she could communicate with him. He 

would display these over and over but in such tiny projection that she 

would fathom it. Maybe he could make her an ant video and play it on 

his iphone but the sound itself would need to be sharpened and 

played through the little resonance chamber or to her it would sound 

like thunder and generally dispersed.

He did not want to awaken her circadian rhythm, so he let her sleep 

and instead took out his mystery books and read. He read THE 

EMPERORS NEW CLOTHES and he thought it was funny that no one 

would tell the emperor he was basically, naked as the public was told 

he was wearing clothes, so they thought the fault must lie with them 

to not see them. This is how it is with many answers, the thought. We 

must not pretend that the teachers do not have them. If you question 

authority, you are seen as the crazy one even if they arereally wearing

the emperor,s new clothes. We are told the clothes are so fancy and 

complex we really cannot see them but either you are wearing clothes

or you aren’t. Either you have the solutions and answers or you 

haven’t. Many think they have but they don’t know they are poor and 

miserable and blind and naked. Every now and then we need the 



naked truth. Until you know there is a problem , you cannot fix it or 

find the answer. First of all you must identify that something is lacking 

but if society and the world thinks it is doing well and its systems, it is 

unable to fix them but will be wearing the emperors new clothes.

In the morning, David rushed to Mooshka’s glass home and noticed 

that in the middle of the sand, she had left a pattern for him, her own 

communication. He photographed it and erased it , then he left his 

own, the word again-David. He noticed upon drawing this that 

Mooshka was peering at it. In Moooshka’s memory she had recognized

the symbol above the alien face on the screen . 

She then knew it was something connected to the alien being. She 

wiped out the letters and drew them herself but at this time they had 

no sounds to her or exact meanings. They could have been mush or 

boot or anything or cheep cheep but to her she knew they stood for 

the being that was much higher than her. David saw her drawing the 



symbols and he wanted to leap around the room but his legs stopped 

him. He stood tears streaming down his face. He knew the ant had 

understood for he had spoken to it, on its own terms. How could he 

then explain the sounds? He knew! He projected the word David to her

in a sound. Mooshka listened and then he listened in and amplified her

sound. He saw she was attempting to copy his sounds. Were it not for 

the amplification , he would not have heard her.

He then lowered his iphone and wrote David on the screen with his 

photo. The ant looked and recognized him. There was a huge start for 

although one could not completely speak to the other , the recognition

of attempt had been made and now, all that was needed was to be 

able to learn each others symbols. David then put a crumb in middle 

and he wrote crumb he then projected the sound and he noticed the 

ant copied. She was a fast learner. He then made her an iphone video 

with many sounds and the pictures attached but from her level and 

she recognized them. He also showed her an ant nest small and then 

his own home small and wrote home. 

The ant studied this a long time and then the concept of home entered

her mind and she nearly wept for she sorely missed her family. She 

knew David’s home was different. David then wrote small big and 

showed photos of Mooshka at different sizes on the screen and 

Mooshka recognized that David was attempting to tell her sizes. He 

then wrote big home and showed his house and Mooshka realized his 

home was big. She did not understand why the shapes of it were like 

that. David showed her photos of each room writing home on the 

message and Mooshka knew that it was his home but she did not 

know what couches were or televisions or any such devices. He

then showed her a car photo and wrote under it- zzzz home. He then 



made the noise. The ant did not quite understand what zzz home 

meant or the noises but she knew it was a different type of home than

the other.

To an ant , a car seems an impossibility and so to us, many things 

higher than us , seem impossibilities. Just like an ant cannot see us, so

we cannot see higher dimensions because we are sealed into ours 

with 6 seals of senses and 7 colors of a rainbow. In Tesla’s Magnetic 

wall , you can see an object passing through and coming out other 

side but it cannot be seen nor did it move. It simply shows that all has 

its magnetic walls and these are called seals. Just like a wall in your 

house seals you in, so does the magnetic walls and corridors of 

dimensions. Thus, you see things in solid and it is like notes on a 

musical scale. All things can inhabit the same space but in fact due to 

their magnetic walls, they form different rooms, namely different 

dimensions. Nothing is flat just as a house is not flat inside but is 

formed in real squared time space.

It was elating to speak to the ant but also exhausting. David was 

determined to get an man lived down the road to help him. This man 

built his own machines and was a type of strange hippy genius and 

amazing in his own way. When David told him his project, Saul was 

happy to help and he assisted him in ways, David could not have been

able to provide.



Thus months passed, months and months of 
attempts and at last after a year, David and the ant 
were able to communicate live. SAUL had helped 
design a program where not only were the sounds 
transmitted and decoded into the ant type language 
but the same happened on the other side and thus, 
both increased their vocabulary. New concepts were 
introduced and at last the ant was able to have its 
first live broadcast.
David and Saul sat in the chair ready for this 
broadcast. David was anxious he would look his best 
although, he did not know if ants could recognize 
human beauty or if one had combed its hair or not.

                               CONTACT AT LAST

“Greetings “, David said.

”Greetings” Responded the ant but in its own language and the 

translator , translated. The ant had however added much to its 

vocabulary , so together they had made a new language called 

ANTONIAN.

“ I am so happy to speak to you!”

The ant waved its tail as a dog would and David could see it big on 

screen and she saw him small. They were at each other’s level.

“Do you have a family?” David asked.

“Yes, I have three brothers and sisters and my colony is thousands 

strong. “

“Very well. Do you miss your mother and your father. “



“I do miss them. I am home sick but I always knew there was more 

beyond me. Now I Have found it. I can see you on the screen but I 

wish I could see you in front of me. I will have to content myself with 

this. You must also bear with me for I have only recently discovered 

what screens are and projections of images and there is much in your 

world, I do not know.We also wish to learn of your world. You are very 

wealthy it seems and can eat and have what you want.”

“We have much to eat yes and I live in a large home but we cannot 

have anything we want.”

“I do not understand. “ the ant said. ‘ I thought since you were so 

much bigger than me you would have the answers. “ I thought you 

had created me.”

“ I did not create you.”

“Then who did. Surely you have met him.”

“I have bad news for you ant. Are you ready to hear the truth?”

“I always want the truth , the whole truth and nothing but the truth.”

“You see in our world we are much more advanced , we do fly as you 

walk in special machines but the other thing is it costs to travel and 

cost is as food is to you, it is ant hours of labour and it is much. We 

cannot have all we want. We are like ants but in our own world we call 

it dimensions here and it means our own level of home. There is 

another who has created you and that being we cannot see , just like 

you cannot see us.”



“Oh “ the ant was crestfallen and sad. “ I was hoping for the answers. I

learnt all the language for you to tell me.”

“Hmm ,’ David said. “ Maybe the answers are inside of you and this is 

the answer for as you communicate with me now but it is nearly 

impossible to see me and communicate , so to communicate with 

more advanced beings is not as easy as it once seemed. There are 

barriers of the mind and few have broken them to perceive the 

communication. So, there may be communication attempts made but 

they are not recognized as your ant colony would not recognize me or 

listen to you if you tried to explain me or writing or symbols.”

“I see. “ The ant was solemn. “ May I ask another questions. ‘

“Yes. Please do. “

“I saw a ball of light in the field that you have said is the sky. Tell ME is 

this true.”

”Yes you are very perceptive. There is a ball of light in the field of blue 

we call The sky and the sun. See there are many balls of lights called 

stars, they travel in and around eachother and this weaving about is 

called gravity corridors and the ones clustering together are called 

galaxies.

“I knew there was a ball of light. I knew it. I knew it. ‘

David beamed the stars and sun on the screen before Mooshka and 

saw her widen her eyes. “ Such beauty. “ She exclaimed. “ I cannot 

fathom this grandeur.”



“It is indeed beautiful .”

”It is frightening too. For I am small.”

“You aren’t really. “ Saul said. “For there is neither big or small but 

merely perspective. You see even the fabric of you has atoms and 

from one angle these seem huge so that they appear as galaxies. “HE 

beamed one on screen. “ This is part of you, so who is to say these are

not galaxies from another angle? Within us lies rivers of blood and also

platelets that carry the blood.”

”Wow, this magnification thing is quite amazing.”

‘It definitely is. What else would you like to know?”

“Are you all happy? You seem so advanced. There must be peace and 

happiness, harmony and freedom.”

”Yes and no. There is much fighting. There have been wars. There is 

poverty still. See, this man here is homeless. There are people who 

take drugs which is something changes your mind to be strange and 

not know yourself. They wander as blind. The government takes taxes 

and sometimes too much. The money of many is in the hands of the 

few and when new discoveries are made , they are not lauded unless 

they go through the avenues of pumping the wallets of the elite. There

is much wrong in our world. Indeed in a society , where consciousness 

should be advanced, we have a queen just as you do. We are not free 

at all . I am sorry to disappoint you.’

”I FEEL VERY SICK RIGHT NOW. I need to lie down. “ Mooshka fell flat 



on her face. She was weak from the revelation.

“With great knowledge comes great pain. “ Saul mumbled to David. 

Both were very sad. Mooshka had hoped they were leaders in their 

world. To her they had been as gods but now she was as a god 

knowing good and evil. She expected they knew all and had been to 

the sun and had expected them to have a type of heaven. Heaven is 

always where you aren’t. To have to find your own answers and 

reasons in life is hard. It is easier to live on promises and expect to be 

whisked away.

She also knew if she returned home, her knowledge would not be 

returned with open arms. At first, she would be an oddity as they 

would peer at her and miss her. Where did Mooshka belong? She could

not be big and be a human, she could not be in between. She 

belonged nowhere. It is time for me to die, she thought. I have 

nothing. I do not feel I belong.

She fell asleep into a stupor and as she slept a being entered her 

consciousness, a being who had heard her cry for help. This being 



shone like the sun but he was in the shape of David. He swept her up 

a doughnut shaped plasma device and carried her through the 

vortexial corridor entrances on earth , sealed off to humans . Here she 

saw space was shortened as you would if you bent a piece of paper. 

On one side it is high, on the other shortened. The milky tunnels here 

were a cloud atmosphere and they traveled on these like in a sea. 

They needed no helmet and it seemed the being could read her 

thoughts and it controlled thing with its mind. It swept her up above 

and she saw that the galaxy David had described to her , hung on an 

angle and the light entered its corridors at different angles and 

intersections. She saw there was technically no up and down but only 

that all hung on north which was right for she had learnt these basics 

in ant hood. The being showed her the galaxies and that many were at

war and some had found piece. Some were of wondrous beauty.

And at last, she could see the sun. It had corridors inside too, avenues 

and was not at all like it appeared only a ball. It was beating and 

pulsing in tune and it received frequencies from the earth and 

throughout the universe, it was like the soul of the galaxy, beating in 

unison with it, its heartbeat. The sun she loved the most and it was 

such joy to see it. She fairly stood and wept and the being said 

nothing for in his empathy she felt all. He did not need words. He 

could transmit his soul in a blink with no words. The being returned 

her to her own bed and told her that she would then be heard and 

would return if further help was needed.



The light hurt her eyes and she realized it was the light from outside 

and then she saw the curtains were open. Mooshka sat up in bed and 

rubbed her eyes. She stretched her limbs. Her brother came in and 

said, “You slept in again. You need to take me to the park. “

“Yes, I had an amazing dream. I am not sure if it was another life or 

now or if I woke up but it does not matter. All I know is, that I am me 

and I am heard and it is wonderful to just be me, as any form that I 

am. I am not afraid any more.’

Her brother smiled and he kicked both his two good legs and

Mooshka said “Welcome to the universe. How foolish we are when

we cannot see
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